Installation Instructions
Model ST-ORS-3 & ST-ORS-3XL Standouts

1. Remove black, rubber end caps from the 2 open ends of each bracket. Please note that many of our Standouts are not sold with rubber end caps. They are typically found on Standouts in retail kits, for shipping and handling purposes.

2. Align open end of bracket with open rung holes located on outside of ladder rail. The 2 ends of each bracket must be squeezed toward each other to align and slide into rung openings.

3. Slide the 2 bracket ends into the 2 corresponding rung holes simultaneously. The tension, when released, will hold the bracket in place.

4. Bracket end should penetrate the rung holes a minimum of 4-3/4”. Optimum penetration is achieved when inside face of bracket elbow (inside bend) is bottoming out on the ladder rung hole. Essentially, this would equate to sliding the bracket ends into the holes until the bend in the elbow won’t allow further penetration.

5. Do not drag or slide cushioned elbows across supporting surfaces. This will reduce the life of the cushions. Please contact Levelok for replacements.